NATURE OF THE BASIC ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ETHICAL CATEGORIES: 
LINGUOCOGNITIVE APPROACH

The paper gives a throughout insight into the peculiarities of verbalization of ethical categories in the English language employing linguocognitive methodology. The aim of the paper is to distinguish principle classifiers of the basic ethical categories in the English language and to reveal their interconnection. The underlying principle of the research consists in the fact that language meaning has intrinsic connection with its form on the etymological layer. Thus, analyzing the inner form of language units can unravel the mechanisms of human perception of the world, which to a certain extend are based on the principle of metaphorical cross-domain mapping. The employed methods include: method of theoretical generalization, lexicographic analysis, etymological analysis, cognitive semantic analysis, conceptual analysis, method of cognitive interpretation. The difference between concept and category is highlighted. It consists in the fact that category makes up the kernel of the concept and is revealed in the conceptual classificational feature. Use of linguocognitive methodology together with etymological analysis allowed to establish primordial classifiers of the analyzed categories. The presented paper makes an attempt to explain the conceptual derivation of the ethical categories, which consists in metaphorical reinterpretation of the concrete concepts. It is stated that metaphor is a tool to cognize the objective reality based on ascribing features of the known portion of information to the one, which is in the focus of cognition on the basis of their resemblance. Based on the obtained lingual evidence we singled out the most prior classifier of the ethical categories, objectified by language means. Ultimately, the research reveals the interconnections among ethical categories based on the achieved cognitive data.
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ПРИРОДА БАЗОВИХ АНГЛОМОВНИХ ЕТИЧНИХ КАТЕГОРІЙ: 
ЛІНГВОКОГНІТИВНИЙ ПІДХІД

Стаття висвітлює особливості вербалізації етичних категорій в англійській мові. Метою дослідження є встановлення основних класифікаторів базових англомовних етичних категорій та виявлення їх взаємозв'язку. Основоположний принцип дослідження полягає в тому, що мовні значення мають внутрішній зв'язок зі своєю формою на етимологічному рівні. Таким чином, аналіз внутрішньої форми мовних одиниць розкриває механізми людського світосприйняття, які певною мірою базуються на принципі метафоричного міжіменного перенесення. У статті були використані такі методи: метод теоретичної узагальнення, лексикографічний аналіз, етимологічний аналіз, когнітивно-семантичний аналіз, концептуальний аналіз, метод когнітивної інтерпретації. Окреме дослідження здійснювалось зокрема з погляду етичної категорії GOOD, яка виступає ядром концепту в англійській мові. Етимологічні зв'язки між концептами зводяться до ознаки “whole”, яка групує когнітивні риси категорії GOOD, та “split”, яка виступає класифікатором етичної категорії EVIL.

Ключові слова: етимон, категоризація, класифікатор, концептуальна деривація, метафора.
Introduction. Modern anthropologically biased paradigm, which has been established in contemporary science determines the dominant vector of research including philological sphere. "In the linguistics having the anthropocentric principle as its methodological basis two circles of problems come under spotlight: 1) determination of how the person influences the language and 2) determination of how the language influences the person, human thinking and culture” (Frumkina, 2008: 9).

This idea overlaps with the linguistic relativity hypothesis postulated by E. Sapir (Sapir, 1921) and B. L. Whorf (Whorf, 1956) in the first half of the XXth century. Therefore, anthropocentric approach can be interpreted in the way that “transparency is everywhere” (Lee, 2016: 20), which means that the grammatical and semantic properties of a language reveal the way people perceive the world.

Human life involves two types of interactions: a) human / environment and b) human / other humans (society). Both are based on evaluation and as modern philosopher I. Iliin claims “Human world is the world of values that is crystallized out via the person’s assessment of the Existence through binary parameters (oppositions) of real / desired, ontic / categorical, rational / irrational” (Iliin, 2005: 4). These values applied to assessment of human behavior constitute the scope of special categories – ethical categories.

It is worth mentioning that categorized portions of human knowledge often get into the focus of research and for now, there exists a number of works dedicated to such type of studies. It should be stated though that very often the object of research was narrowed to the analysis of verbal manifestation of the particular concept like JUSTICE (Vorachev, 2011; Butova, 2013), DUTY (Mirzoeva, 2014), CONSCIENCE (Zaika, 2011), GOOD and EVIL (Mironova, 2011; Tseeva, 2012; Orlova 2016), HONOUR (on the material of Ukrainian (Dacissin, 2019), on the material of English (Mikolyuk, 2011), on the material of Indian culture (Qamar, 2015)), A. Ammer studied the peculiarities of proverbial verbalization of moral values on the material of Russian (Ammer, 2005). N. Stefanova gave a detailed analysis of the principles of classification of axiological dominants (Stefanova, 2018). Principles of categorization were profoundly analyzed by E. Rosch (Rosc, 1973).

The scope of the paper doesn’t allow us to provide copious outlook of literature on the given topic but it should be mentioned that despite a big number of papers that analyze particular ethical concepts there are no scientific works, known to us, which research them in a bundle and reveal their interconnection and mutual dependence on the material of the English language, in particular.

Therefore, the aim of the paper is to distinguish principle classifiers of the basic ethical categories employing linguocognitive approach and to reveal their interconnection.

Considering the aim one should accomplish the following objectives: 1) single out the main ethical categories objectified in the English language; 2) analyze the etymology of the lexemes, which verbalize them; 3) provide cognitive interpretation of the semantic development of the abovementioned lexemes; 4) find out the basic classifiers for each analyzed category; 5) distinguish the basic primordial dominant ethical category. The object of research are the basic ethical categories and the subject are their primary classifiers and mutual connections.

The methods used in this paper are as follows: theoretical generalization; lexicographic analysis, etymological analysis, cognitive semantic analysis, conceptual analysis, method of cognitive interpretation. The algorithm of the research contains the following steps: 1. Defining the core ethical categories for the English world picture (theoretical generalization). 2. Creating the corpus of lexemes that verbalize the core ethical categories (method of lexicographic analysis). 3. Analysis of etymology of the verbalizers (etymological analysis). 4. Cognitive interpretation of the connections among the lexico-semantic variants of the lexemes (method of cognitive semantic analysis). 5. Establishing the most basic classificational features of the analyzed categories (conceptual analysis). 6. Revealing the interconnection between the ethic categories on the basis of linguistic evidence (cognitive interpretation method). The application of cognitive analysis algorithms in this paper is based on the ideas of G. Lakoff (1983) Z. Popova, I. Sternin (2007), O. Kubryakova (2004).

Results.

1. Theoretical prelude

It is necessary to mention that the terms “category” and “concept” should be differentiated, though sometimes they are regarded as similar. Concept is the operational unit of memory, mental lexicon or to say metaphorically quantum of information (Kubryakova, 2004). In other words, it is a semantic bunch about some extralingual phenomena, formed in the process of cognition; mental representation of a class of objects or events. Category, on the contrary, is a collection of instances which are treated as if they are the same, based on the presence of some integral features.

A concept refers to all the knowledge that one has about a category as it has complex structure: sense,
image (shared by the majority of speakers) and interpretational field (which may differ regarding the speakers’ personal experience). Category is more universal that is shared by a bigger number of people and relates to the mechanisms of human cognition. Category is mental representation of the relations between different microconcepts based on the logical structure of the world. Therefore, category deals with hierarchical relationship between concepts.

The difference between concept and category is also apparent from the other perspective. Category is the content of human mechanisms of thinking, which are aimed at unification of the similar objects and differentiation the ones, which have different properties (process of categorization), while concept is the core operational unit, stored in memory and is formed as a result of conceptualization. Thus, categories are used for classifying objects in the process of cognition of something new, while concepts are used by human mind in the process of thinking (imagination, memorizing, remembering).

The borderline between category and concept is even more rigid when the content of concept is viewed as a combination of its sense, image and interpretational field (such conceptual structure is extensively described in (Popova, 2007)). Sense is part of content of concept, which contains the most salient cognitive features that differentiate it from other ones. Image contains all the cognitive traits, which are formed as a result of physical perception of the concept. Interpretation field includes all the features, which are actual for a limited number of speakers regarding their cultural background and experience.

Such macrostructure of concept taken together can be viewed as a bundle of cognitive traits, among which can be distinguished differential and classificational ones, the latter are also called classifiers (Lakoff, 1983). Both differential and classificational cognitive features belong to all the three abovementioned layers of concept: sense, image and interpretational field. Differential cognitive feature is a component of concept cognitive content, which is conceived by speakers, stored in their memory and is used to delineate concepts from each other. Under classifier we understand component of content of a concept, which reflects a certain parameter of categorization and units cognitive differential traits. Classifiers carry out the function of cognitive filter, which enables human mind to consider certain things to be related to certain concept and excludes other objects from its extensional (the scope of extralingual phenomena, which are represented and objectified by the concept in human mind).

This process according to the prototype theory, elaborated by E. Rosch (Rosch, 1973) and later developed by G. Lakoff, is carried out according to the idealized cognitive models, which are stored in human memory. Such process is called categorization, therefore from this perspective we posit that in the opposition ‘category vs concept’, category corresponds to the scope of classifiers, which are part of concept macrostructure (mostly sense and image components). The latter also includes differential cognitive features along with the classifiers. Therefore, the content of the concept is wider in semantic plane than the category because unlike category it also includes differential cognitive features.

2. Primordial classifiers of ethical categories
2.1. Classifiers of the category GOOD

The category GOOD is lexicalized by the lexeme good. It originated from Old English gōd, meaning “entire, complete”, “desirable”, which in its turn comes from Proto-Germanic *gōda – “fitting, suitable, belonging together” – the Proto-Indo-European (PIE) verbal root which means “to unite, to be associated; suitable” (Etymology Dictionary). Thus, the derivational chain looks like that: “entire” – “belonging together; united”  – “suitable” – “desirable”. If to restore the reflection of this category in diachronic perspective, it becomes apparent that its primordial cognitive feature is “entire, united, whole”. On psychological level something good is primarily associated with something whole, united, not split. In other words, something whole is positively assessed and is considered to be generally suitable. Given that humans are immanently oriented at preservation and sustainability of their lives, something suitable becomes the object of desire. Therefore, it can be inferred that the primordial classifier of the category GOOD is “being united”. The etymologically derived classificational features of this category are “suitable”, “desired”.

2.2. Classifiers of the category EVIL

The category EVIL is verbalized by the word of the same name evil, which originated from Old English yfel “anything that causes injury, morally or physically” (Etymology Dictionary). Injury is regarded as something that splits the wholeness, therefore the etymology of this word proves that, EVIL has classifier – “something split or not united” – the opposite primordial feature to the category GOOD.

EVIL is also verbalized by the lexeme bad, which went through the following stages of semantic derivation. Bad – “inadequate, unsatisfactory, worthless, wicked” originated from baddel and its diminutive badling “effeminate man, hermaphrodite, pederast”, which probably are related to beddan “to defile” (Etymology Dictionary). From the cognitive perspective the analyzed category underwent the following conceptual changes: LSV “pederast” triggered two
coherent lexico-semantic variants: “inadequate” and “wicked”. The unnatural sexual relations for man were seen as inappropriate ones and automatically considered to be wicked and undesirable. As the idea of lingual semantic space development lies in the fact that people try to understand and nominate similar portions of information by the same or similar words (based on the metaphorical features of human mind to draw cross-domain mappings) the abovementioned meaning was generalized to the semanteme “undesirable and vicious”. It can be concluded that the primordial classifier for the ethical category BAD is “physical defiling and unnatural homosexual relations”. As it was argued concrete things underlie abstract ones. Therefore, concrete ‘bad’ later on was generalized to abstract category BAD.

One of the most salient examples of concrete bad for a human in terms of self-preservation is disease, which is a possible cause of death. This word originates from Old French desais “lack, want” (Etymology Dictionary). On the conceptual level it can be interpreted in the following way: disease is the state when a person is lacking something, which means he is not “whole” as the whole entity is something that a priori cannot lack anything. So, disease is absence of unification, injury in its pure sense. Therefore, it can be inferred that the primordial classifier of the category BAD is proved to be “split; ununited”.

Another verbalizer of the analyzed category is corruption, meaning “dishonest, illegal or immoral behavior, especially from someone with power”. It comes from corruptio, “act of becoming putrid”; “dissolution, decay (of material things, especially dead bodies)” (Etymology Dictionary). Reinterpretation based on the conceptual metaphor aligned meaning “physical decay” with “spiritual decay”. The abovementioned etymon derives from Latin corruptionem “spoiling, seducing” – noun of action from past-participle stem of corrumpere “to destroy; spoil”, which is from a nasalized form of PIE *runt- “to runp”, “to break” (Etymology Dictionary). The meanings “destroy, break”, “decay” confirms our claim that category BAD is understood as something not whole, separated apart, broken, split and therefore the primordial classifiers are again “split”, “ununited”, “broken.”

2.3. Classifiers of the category JUSTICE
The next category under analysis is JUSTICE, which is verbalized by the lexeme justice in the meaning “the quality of being right and deserving fair treatment”, “moral soundness and conformity to truth” (Longman Dictionary). The verbalizer derives from Latin iustus “upright, righteous, equitable; in accordance with law, lawful; true, proper; perfect, complete” (Etymology Dictionary). We argue that the cognitive features “perfect” and “complete” underlie this moral category. Longman dictionary defines the word complete as “including all parts, details, facts etc and with nothing missing” (Longman Dictionary). Therefore, perfect is something good in its highest manifestation. In this way JUSTICE is something that is good in its sense and that doesn’t lack anything. Therefore, it can be inferred that synonymic classifiers “wholeness”, “single entity” or “being united”, which underlie category GOOD also underlie category JUSTICE. The derived classificational feature of this category are “perfection”, “completion”.

2.4. Classifiers of the category DUTY
The category DUTY is verbalized by the lexeme duty, which means “the force of that, which is morally right” (Etymology Dictionary). It originates from Anglo-French duete, from Old French du “due, owed; proper, just”. French etymon is derived from vulgar Latin *debitus, from Latin debitus, past participle of debere “to owe”, originally, “keep something away from someone”, from de- “away” and habere “to have” (from PIE root *ghabh- “to give or receive”) (Etymology Dictionary). We can infer that originally, to perform duty meant “to do something that you owe to somebody”, which primarily meant “to do something that is kept away from somebody”. Keeping something away means lack of something, in other words it is absence of wholeness, i.e. absence of good. Therefore, duty is understood as actions aimed at restoring this wholeness by ceasing “keeping something away”. Thus, the primordial classifier of this category is “restoring wholeness”, while the derived classifier is “not holding something good away from somebody”.

2.5. Classifiers of the category RESPONSIBILITY
The category RESPONSIBILITY is verbalized by the lexeme responsibility, which means “something that is your job or duty to deal with” (Longman Dictionary). Semantic analysis proves that this category is connected with the category DUTY. The verbalizer comes from obsolete French responsable (13c., Modern French responsible, as if from Latin *responsabilis), from Latin respons-, past-participle stem of respondere “respond, answer to, promise in return”, from re- “back” and spondere from sponsor “give assurance, promise solemnly” (Etymology Dictionary). Therefore, the primordial cognitive classificational feature is “promise of doing something right in return”. As the etymological analysis shows, this category is connected with the category DUTY.

2.6. Classifiers of the category CONSCIENCE
The ethical category CONSCIENCE is verbalized by the word conscience, which originates from
Old French conscience “conscience, innermost thoughts”, which in its turn comes from Latin conscientia “a joint knowledge of something, a knowing of a thing together with another person”. Latin etymon is an abstract noun of conscientem “to (mutually) aware”, which comes from con “with” and scire “to know” originally in the meaning “to separate one thing from another, to distinguish” (Etymology Dictionary). Etymological analysis of the etymon indicates that this category in its original sense is based on the ability to tell good from bad shared with other people or knowledge shared by the person and God. The primordial cognitive trait is “shared awareness of what is good”.

3. Interconnection of the classifiers of ethical categories

As the etymological analysis revealed the most primordial ethical category is GOOD, which in its pure genuine sense has classifier “wholeness, entireness”. The derived ethical category is JUSTICE, which has classifier “perfection, completion”, which are originally based on the classifier of category GOOD – “wholeness”. JUSTICE in its turn is highly related to DUTY, which literally denotes “to do justice” but in its genuine sense it means “doing something good”. Thus, the primordial classifier is “restoring wholeness”. The latter two categories are also closely connected with the category RESPONSIBILITY, the classifier of which is “doing something good in return”. It differs from DUTY in the way that genuine classifier of RESPONSIBILITY is “restoring wholeness in return”, while DUTY doesn’t imply doing something good to pay back. Category CONSCIENCE is determined by the classifier “being mutually aware of something what is good”, that is being aware of something that is whole. Therefore, category GOOD with its primordial classifier “whole” underlies all the aforementioned moral categories and is the most prior on the conceptual level.

Conclusions. The described above conceptual derivation proves that the basic feature of human cognition is metaphor, which is no longer seen as a stylistic trope but as a cognitive mechanism and the engine of human brain. Our research along with some recent ones, like (Kövecses, 2020) clearly proves that metaphor is a tool to cognize the objective reality based on ascribing features of the known portion of information to the one, which is in the focus of cognition on the basis of their resemblance. The analysis revealed that the most primordial classifier is “whole”, which underlies all of the analyzed categories. It creates the dichotomic opposition to the classificational feature “split” that underlies the antagonistic category EVIL.

It should be mentioned that the scope of the paper allowed to research only a few categories through the analysis of their key verbalizers only, which still can yield plausible results considering that the key verbalizer contains sufficient amount of information for the researcher. Therefore, the perspective of further analysis lies in the deeper research of the abovementioned categories by investigating their other verbalizers alongside with the research of other ethical categories not mentioned in this paper, which constitute the English language linguoethical world picture.
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